Hi Everyone,

We're currently having issues with the new version of the software. Please make sure you update the release notes with the correct database update instructions and ensure that you also send us a new version of the JAR files.

Version 7.8 does not have the correct schema update file - indeed the updates cause an issue when run without the previous schema translation guide.
privacy
API restrictions

**Twitter officially unveils more-restrictive API**
Macworld (blog) - Sep 5, 2012
Last month, Twitter handed down stricter rules for third-party developers, prohibiting anonymous access to the API, changing limits on how often certain API calls can be issued, and seriously clamping down on how unofficial Twitter clients can function.

**Twitter issues controversial API, gives developers six months to comply**
Fiercemobilecontent - Sep 6, 2012
Twitter officially released the latest version of its API, instituting strict new guidelines limiting how third-party clients leverage the microblogging platform and giving developers six months to comply with the changes. Twitter API version 1.1, first announced last ...

**Twitter API version 1.1: RSS support dropped, third-party clients discouraged**
Siliconrepublic.com - Sep 6, 2012
Version 1.1 of Twitter's API has been released, with improved rate limits, authentication required on all endpoints, restrictions for third-party clients and updates to its Developer Rules of the Road and Developer Display Requirements. Many of these changes ...
Vera Meisterkoch's World
Hanging out with the world at my feet

So it looks like Andi finally joined: andi@buddycloud.com

—I’m a sociopath; there’s not much he can do for me. I have a dark side, too. I will not kill my sister. I will not kill my sister. I will not kill my sister. He taught me a code. To survive. Under normal circumstances, I’d take that as a compliment. I’m generally confused most of the time.

Pretend. You pretend the feelings are there, for the world, for the people around you.

Who knows? Maybe one day they will be. I like seafood.
open source & buzzword-compliant web clients

One authenticated session and all the JSON you can shake a stick at.

quickly extend buddycloud for your own projects by creating a new server "plugin"
buddycloud stats

- 10 active developers
- 61 domains running buddycloud
- 2000-something beta testers
- 3 Google Summer of Code Students
buddycloud is

• federated (like email)
• a framework to build social services
• a media server to share documents
• a “pusher” server to work with mobile clients
• open source
• ecosystem of developers, code, examples and documentation
all this means...

- buddycloud offers you a new way to build services that help you share
- you spend less time in your email Inbox
- private stuff stays private
next steps

- mobile
- friend finder service
- hosted buddycloud (buddycloud on your domain)
demo and questions

try demo.buddycloud.org
source github.com/buddycloud
docs & wiki buddycloud.org
mailing list buddycloud-dev@googlegroups.com